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Grundvig Project Reference: GRP/10/020P- UK Mobility   8-11 October 2011 

Empowerment of Women – Innovative Approaches to Adult Education Related To the needs 

of Disadvantaged Women: 

 

 

UK Meeting Report 8-11 October 2011 

Host Organisation ileto CPN London 

 

Partnerships Organisations & Delegate List of Attendance 

 

1.  Efem Akdeniz Genclik ve Sport Kulübü Dernegi, Turkey 

 

Deren   Turan 

Neclar Turan  

 

 

2.  Heimvolkshochschule Alte Molkerei Frille, Germany  

 

     Daniela Moller-Peck                         Birgit Wurdemann 

     Angela Kolweier                                Doris Christoph  

 

 

3.  Women’s Right Centre, Centrum Praw Kobiet, Poland 

 

     Agata Zakrzewska          Maja Suwalska 

     Danuta Nowak    

 

 

 

4.   Ileto Caribbean People’s Network, UK 

 

      Priestess Ifayoriju              Noreen Chambers          Sister Ayesha Oya                 

      Dimela Yakwai                   June   Olaitunji              Brother Richard 

      Leanne Galloway               Hazel Richardson          Natalie Folosade                                          

      Kenyasue Smart                 Sister Nefatari          
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AGENDA 8 -11 OCTOBER 2011  

 

 Day 1:  8th October Reception Welcome Event La Roots African Centre London UK 

@ 6.30pm 

Day 2: Sunday   9
th

   October 2011 @   La Roots   London 

    

Workshop 1: Holistic Beauty Therapy Workshop & Demonstration: Facilitated by Sister 

Hazel                                                            @ 10.am-5:30pm 

 

Day 2 Workshop 2:                First meeting of the Partnerships Leads 

                                               Team Leaders Strategic management meeting  

1.30-5.00pm 

“Bamako”   Film: World Bank impacts on developing nations Learners & Volunteers 

 

Day 3:  10th October 2011 @ 10: am-5:00pm 

 

   @ Aylesbury Learning Centre Thurlow Lodge London 

 

                    Film   Showing: The world of Jamaica from a youth perspective: 

                        Learners visit of London & 2
nd

 Meeting of Management Leads  

 

Word press for beginners and overview of web-blog self facilitation 

 

Day 4: 11 October 2011 @ 10.00am-2:00pm 

@   Aylesbury Learning Centre UK 

 

3
rd

 & Final Meeting of Partnerships 

 

Working Agreements 

 

Outstanding items 

 

Sharing Of Tools & Partnerships Agreements 

 

 

Giving of Gifts & Final Goodbyes 
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RECEPTION 

 

 

 

8-11 OCTOBER 2011 @ 6.30PM-10:30PM 

 

 

Reception: The La Roots Centre, Camberwell London UK 

 

2. Arrival Introduction of Host Partnership ileto CPN and members 

 

3. Priestess Ifayoriju: Pouring of Libation and explanation of the Ceremony 

 

4. Drum call Sister June African Drumming following Ancestral libations Blessings 

 

5. General Housekeeping Sister Noreen 

 

6. Introduction of the Ileto CPN & Grundvig Partnerships 

 

7. Word Sound Poetry “Empress” Dimela Yekwai 

 

8.  Networking & Caribbean Buffet 

 

The Reception 

 

The Reception began with introduction to one the Yoruba Egbe traditional ceremonies, 

starting with the pouring of libation, water pouring and prayers asking our ancestors to 

bless and provide spiritual guidance to the proceedings. The libation was explained very 

thoroughly by Priestess Ifayoriju as she carried out the ceremony, with assistance from 

Foloshade. Participants took pictures to capture these images.  

The reception and buffet were provided free of charge as a goodwill gesture.  Sharing of 

food “Breaking Bread” ensuring that our guests had the opportunity to sample everything 

on offer, is a tradition in Afrikan and Caribbean communities. The Buffet consisted of 

Fried fish, Jamaican patties, Sweet and hardough bread, Jerk and barbeque chicken, 

potatoes salads, coleslaws and assorted salads and fruit juices, the pepper was tolerated 

well.           

 

The drum calls from Sister June master drummer, which was well received.  

 

The programme was introduced by our chairperson Kenyasue, the programme was 

explained,  that we would also be evaluating activities, everyone would be given forms after 
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each event, and  informed, if they could not understand what was being said, they should 

indicate this, we understood  English was the second language. 

Sister Hazel introduced herself and gave an overview about the Aromatherapy workshop. 

Partnerships expressed an interest in everybody taking part in the beauty aromatherapy 

workshop the next day not just learners and volunteers. This was agreed. 

 

Members of iletoCPN were introduced and presentations about the program with folders. 

Grundvig Participants were encouraged to say a little bit about their organisations and the 

locality where they were based, which was interesting.  

We hosted 2 stalls in the venue to demonstrate to our guests the kind of Small business that 

women in the community are promoting: Crystals for healing and handmade greetings 

cards with a cultural theme were displayed. Sister Noreen was instrumental in the hall 

decorations and fresh flower displays. 

Empress Dimela Yakwai a member of the group, is a recognised Poet, came to perform her 

“Spoken Word “to the guests, the partnerships expressed their tiredness and left early as 

they unfortunately missed the amazing poetic performance, celebrating women as the 

mothers of civilisation, and in praise of African beauty which was empowering to the 

members of ileto CPN who stayed for the duration.   

 

                                      PICTURES OF RECEPTION  

 
 

Angela, Deren, Daniela, Brigit, 

Noreen, Ifayoriju June & Leanne 

enjoying the Caribbean Buffet. “In 

the amazing La Roots Centre”! 
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Participants meeting up at 

the venue. 

“The buffet was enjoyed 

by all even the peppery 

dishes” 

   Crystal Healing Stall        

The Pouring of   

libation 
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............................................................................................................................................................ 

 

DAY 2: Sunday 9TH OCTOBER 2011 @ LA ROOTS AFRICAN RESAURANT 

 

Attendees: Neclar & Turin Deren Turkey: Daniela Moller-Peck, Birgit Wurdemann, 

Angela Kolweier and Doris Christoph Heimvolkshochschule Alte Molkerei Frille, Germany  

Sister Hazel, Sister Noreen, Priestess Ifayoriju, Sister Natalie Folosade, Leanne Galloway 

Sister Kenyasue: ileto CPN 

 

We were informed by Deren Efem Akden’s Youth & Sports Club association that the 

Polish group led by Agata “Women’s Rights Centre” were not going to join us as there was 

an election and a prayer session.  

 

Participants were introduced to Sister Hazel and her role as a NYR consultant the 

opportunity for women to start out a small business supported by the company, Neil’s yard 

remedies are an ethically sourced company that does not test on any animals.  

 

Beauty Aromatherapy Workshop 

 

The presentation explained about the different kinds of oils and what they were 

traditionally used for, how essential oils and the by products were use to aid good health 

and well being.   Essential oil must always be diluted with carrier oils, this was explained in 

detail. We talked about the carrier oils and safe application of using pure oils with carrier 

substances, partnership members asked questions.   

Participants were given opportunities to try, smell and comment on the different oils, and 

invited to try some carriers on their hands, to think what the smells reminded them of.   

Some responded by saying hospitals, the seaside and our childhoods. 

 

We tried spritzers (small spray applications) sprayed in the face to freshen up.   Sister 

Folosade volunteered as a model to have a face over, with cleansing tonics from the NYR 

range.  Sister Hazel explained that if you don’t use anything at all on the skin to clean or 

tone, you may be more likely to get a reaction from the oils, until the skin gets use to the 

products.  Participants filled in a questionnaire about the skin types, and what kind of 

products they use on their skins. Session finished and participants asked to fill in 

evaluations of the session.  

................................................................................................................................................... 
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Beauty Aromatherapy Workshop Demonstration with Sister Folosade Above 

............................................................................................................................................................ 

 

 

                   Beauty Aromatherapy work shop Partnerships Workshops 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morning Workshops 

 

1.30pm: The afternoon session event film called “Bamako” part of Black History Month in 

Southwark was attended by the learners and volunteers @ Southwark Library in London. 
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First Meeting Partnership Leads 

1:30pm Afternoon session: Centred on the history of the programme and content of the 

project. Team leaders were requested to post their results with post it notes, under the 

headings below: 

 

 History of Programme To date (what have we achieved) 

 Role of Co-ordinator 

 Learners perspective on project 

 Do we have clarity of purpose? 

 Fears and aspirations of the project 

 Progress to date “Where are we? 

 

History of Partnerships 

 

The History of the partnership working together was spoken about by Neclar and Deren 

Duran from Turkey, details supplied by Daniela from Germany. We learnt that following a 

series of visits in 2009 the groups would go forward with the Grundvig  bid,  groups 

applying was Austria, Germany, Poland, Latvia, Romania and the UK    

Ileto was a new member of the partnership, first introduced by the Turkish partnership in 

2009.  Lithuania and Romania were not successful and they were unable to join the 

partnership, the remaining groups were successful with the Grundvig project.  

 

Coordinator Role Daniela Moller-Peck Germany 

 

Daniela informed us that the Coordinator role was   volunteering and collecting 

information from partnerships, this had been agreed in 2010 by all partnerships. This 

made the National agency in Germany the National Co-ordinating agency. Daniela wrote 

the bid in conjunction with partners. Processes were agreed at the first meeting in 

Germany October 2010.   

 

Learners Perspective on Project 

 

We were joined by Agata “Polish Women’s Rights” at 2:15pm, who requested that we 

should have the meeting in the library, this was not possible as iletoCPN, had hired various 

venue for the partnerships convenience. We shared information about the learner’s in the 

partnerships, and how Grundvig reward have benefitted them and what the managements 

focus was initially. This was an honest exchange of views, from the day to day running of 

organisations and what the functions are for the group’s services: 

 

Agata was very clear about what the needs were  for the “Polish Women’s Rights 

Organisation” she spoke about  a training programme for Empowerment Trainers to 

deliver training, to support women in the organisation, the criteria for the skills base and 
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the recruitment for trainees. Daniela was using learning German languages as an example 

to be enabled to teach more women, for communication.  

 

 Ileto shared their process for empowerment, and shared examples of enabling members, 

volunteers to choose a training programme from a selection that interested them, we 

providing personal diaries/journals for recording personal reflections and progression, 

incorporating the use of evaluation forms. The rational for this is choice; you will acquire 

the responsibility of seeing it though. Most of our members are informed about Grundvig 

programme now, and how this has benefitted them, we email information internally and 

externally about the opportunities, and have gained international members.  

Bee keeping training was used as an example of opportunities into  micro business, 100 

Black Men & Origin projects, Youth providers whom are engagement to empower our 

children, to become leaders, which supports  members with, guidance and empowerment of 

our children, a large proportion of iletoCPN members are  mothers. 

 

We shared issues which are barriers to achieving for some Black communities, failed in the 

education system. Examples of impacts of racism in the mental health System were given, 

the overrepresentation, of Black people in institutions including the Penal System. 

 Afrikans who had  been touched by any of these issues, it did not matter if you have 

academic qualifications, this will further act as a barrier to your finding a career or 

acquiring many opportunities, especially  for women.  

 

The partners raised questions regarding the issues that were raised, we explained further. 

Explained the plans of the “Big Society” here in the UK that community action was really 

determined by political will, whoever is in power at the time, traditionally people volunteer 

to their time and skills. We also mentioned disability access, there had been some 

difficulties previously the learner was unable to be engaged in some of the Austrian events, 

and we brought this to the discussion to develop some understanding and legislative 

requirements in engagement of people. The feeling that the Partners did not see this was a 

problem one comment “There are Grundvig groups for disabilities “indicating limited 

knowledge of “Equalities legislation” and engagement.  

 

Aspirations & Fears 

The importance of communication was raised by ileto as there were no boundaries or   

ground rules drawn up, no written agreements produced. Ileto had translated text, to 

enable communication partnerships the response had been limited response from the 

partnerships.  

 

 

 

 

Aspirations & Fears Continued 
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Daniela informed us that their National Agency wanted us to discuss specific items in the 

UK, very insistent to discuss the International Conference in Berlin in October 2011:  

An opportunity was given to post on the wall answers to the questions about fears and 

aspirations and user/member involvement, Partners took the Aspirations & Fears list with 

them, to think about our discussion and respond the next day. Where are we? Could be 

discussed the next day 

 

 Neclar “Efem Akdeniz Genclik Sports Club discussed what happens when one partner 

does not deliver, the expectations that groups had. It was stated some Partners are 

unreliable, past experiences of arrangements, to  book other partners the partners inform 

them that 2 or 3 people are attending, but when they arrive its only 1 person, the host will 

have lost their resource. 

 

We agreed that it was better if each group has responsibility for their own delegates, that 

groups would only be responsible for their members, this works well. A discussion was 

initiated about ileto previous Co odinator Akosua Bambara who frustrated the programme 

by not abiding by group arrangements, not responding to Partners communication the 

difficulties that this created, about, Akosua’s lack of commitment and reneging on 

agreements with partnerships.   

 

 Ileto identified that communication seemed to be problematic, ileto had translated text, 

with limited response, that the groups programme was the responsibility of each Partner. 

We decided to continue with the discussion at the next meeting on Monday October 10th. 

An opportunity was given to post responses on the wall answers to the questions about 

fears and aspirations and user/members involvement, Partners took the questions with 

them.  

 

Film Event Bamako 

 

The Learners and volunteers gave a verbal response to the film,” Bamako” which was 

quite mixed, including views from ileto members. Some reported that the film was  quite 

upsetting, a series of short films  reviewing how the World bank impacts on African 

communities in their country of origin, and learnt how these policies limited development 

on the African Continent.  Feedback forms were left for delegates to respond to what they 

saw and how it left them feeling: Session closed at 5.30pm:  We agreed the following:  To 

create ground rules before activities /meetings, this would identify any language needs 

prior to the start of an event. Daniela and Neclar groups were shown what transport to get 

to the venue for Monday’s Session ended with the partners sightseeing visiting London’s 

Oxford Street. In West End of London:  For some of the Partnership learners it their first 

visit to the UK. 
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Monday: 10th October 2011 DAY 3:  

 

@ ALC Learning Centre 10:30am-5:00pm 

 

Attendees: Daniela: Doris, Angela and Birgit Germany: Deren & Neclar Duran Turkey: 

Agata Danuta & Maja, Poland: Sister Noreen, Sister Kenyasue IletoCpn UK:  

 

We agreed the following:  To create ground rules before activities meetings, this would 

identify any language needs prior to the start of an event 

 Film   Showing: The world of Jamaica from a youth perspective: 

 Learners visit of London & 2
nd

 meeting of management leads 

 Word press for beginners and overview of web-blog self facilitation 

 

The Poetry workshop had been cancelled, as the facilitator Black Women for beginners the 

trainer had not attended briefing or the reception.  So these sessions were cancelled.  

 
        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given the choice the learners and volunteers opted for a film on Jamaica from a youth    

perspective, we gave them the option for internet to catch up on their correspondence. After the 

film the volunteers and learners from the partnership went sightseeing.  We had planned to meet 

them at the B.H.M event London Bridge at 5:30pm. 

The absence of the facilitator was noted even though this was explained previously some members 

of the partnership expressed discontent. Agata wanted to go back to La Roots Centre to continue 

the dialogue. Kenyasue had explained that, the programme information noted the different venue 

this had been explained, again at the reception event. The ALC had 2 conference rooms which we 

hired one for internet and word press activity and another with a white board and lecture facility. 
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ALC learning Centre Group discussion 

 

Second Meeting of Management leads 1.30pm 

 

The Partnerships continued the discussion from the previous day, we agreed the minutes 

which kenyasue had written from the previous day “Where are we!” The Fears and 

aspiration lists were not submitted. Ileto CPN were given the Polish mobility certificates of 

attendance, from the mobility in March 2011. 

                                                       Evaluation Tools 

Kenyasue copied the UK Nation Agency requirements for discussion. 

  

1) Outstanding certificates of Attendance 2) The dates for Turkey mobility 3) Evaluation 

Forms.  Agata supplied us with the outstanding certificates of attendance from the Polish 

mobility in March.  

Daniela informed us the evaluation forms being used was agreed in 2010, the triangular 

model, you title and group. 

 

Recommendations from the UK National Agency stated “It does not appear that 

partnerships are evaluating after mobility’s”!   Ileto members advised that the triangular 

model agreed in 2010, was not detailed so information could not be obtained from it. 

 

A discussion arose regarding, the emphasis on what should be used, this was critical in 

parts, we felt the partnerships saw that Ileto contributions as unprofessional and 

problematic.  

 

Partnerships became frustrated going over material that was already agreed.  

  

We agreed the following compromise: 

 We would have 2 methods of evaluation, using  iletoCPN  form and the  

partnerships triangle form.( a detailed version)  

 We would try as much as possible work towards better ways of communication 

 Partnerships would indicate If they did not understand items and we could have 

more breaks to enable free flow of information and language 

 

In the afternoon session at the ICT Suite which Kenyasue had prepared the Unified 

Sisters blog Session on the Computers 

 

 

 

Word press Self Facilitation @ 2.00pm 
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United Sisters Partnership Blog Changes 

 

Partnerships were given United Sisters tools; passwords web blog and translated 

instructions from Codex Word press tools. Ileto had set up United Sisters Page for the 

partnerships, Kenyasue completed part one of the courses to satisfy the bid requirements. 

Partnerships were openly disappointed that a tutor was not available to deliver the training 

to them, they were reminded that emails with translation had been sent out on numerous 

occasions, requesting payments for the course, partners had not sent the payments to ileto 

to date.  Ileto were informed that the United Sisters name was no longer appropriate, 

Neclar and Deren expressed they could not be associated with the blog, connotations for the 

word “Sisters” had different meaning in Turkey, the fear the community would not 

understand. Agata stated that this was also a problem in Poland. A dialogue developed 

about: 

 Partners had agreed the name united “sisters” at the Austria mobility in May 

2011. A Zine was produced at the Austria mobility titled “United Sistahs” by 

all partners.  

 Ileto CPN Received no indication that this was problematic, given we had 

called each other sisters in email conversations, and no issues had ever been 

communicated before. 

 That Ileto had submitted the Grundvig report indicating the development, 

spent resources, invested time money and energy into the united sister web 

blog development. 

 Partnerships had responded positively at the time and sent congratulatory 

emails confirming that we agreed this. 

Diplomacy was observed, Kenyasue initiated a vote, and a new site was created by Deren.  

A new web blog called empowerment of women, with a new email address to direct the 

emails. The question about who would develop the new site was mentioned; Agata 

suggested that Kenyasue should do this, which she declined. Ileto members stated that 

work that went into the setting up of “United Sisters” the preparation work and 

development should be acknowledged by the partnerships. This was not responded to.   

 

The session ended at 5.30pm as we were running late for the BHM film screening, the 

partnerships met the learners and went out for dinner. Session finished at 6.30pm 

Kenyasue attended the end of the BHM event.    

 

 

 

Picture of the Site and contact addresses for the Empowerment of Women below. 
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Empowerment of Women Web Blog for Grundvig Partners email address for the page as follows: 

 

Blog: empowermentofwomen.wordpress.com 

 

Email empowermentofwomen@hotmail.co.uk 

 

11th October Final Day @ 10.am-2.pm 

 

The start of this session intended to use the new processes, ground rules and agreements for the 

session. The partnerships had made a different arrangement amongst themselves we felt that they 

should ask to consider to inform ileto of this.  It was then agreed after a discussion that Daniela 

should table the agreements and timelines: 

 Partners would make ground rules at the beginning of each session to establish 

boundaries for how sessions would operate, wherever possible written 

agreements for processes.  

 Each partner group would independently operate the new blog, place their 

mission statements, 5 bullet points, logos of Groups on the site the page by 25 

October 2011, including the ESF disclaimer, {reminder emails were sent on 19
th

 

Oct.)  Organisations with existing websites should link the word press blog to 

their sites it was agreed for each partner to get use to using the word press 

engine, as a learning tool. To remember to include the ESF disclaimer. 

 Quality Criteria for Trainers: attributes, skills training tools –assertion course 

content. To be agreed in Berlin 27-31 October 2011 mobility, summarising and 

tool sharing.  

 The Needs of disadvantaged women would be evaluated, we acknowledged this 

means different things for women: Method Manuel included. Ileto members 

would try to attend the Berlin mobility but given the different arrangements for 

reward payments this may not be possible.  

 The Turkish mobility focus below: 

mailto:empowermentofwomen@hotmail.co.uk
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 Turkey mobility 25-30
th

 April 2012 Focus participation of Women in Rural 

community’s market women presentation.  

 Summary of the evaluations of the needs of disadvantaged women from all 

partnerships. Last entries for the empowerment of women web blogs. 

Partnerships and group final report for the Grundvig final report 

 Last dates for future work of the project. 

 

The Feedback evaluation forms that are reported are the negative comments, this is for 

transparency purposes, to also enable a snap shot of the difficulties raised and how we 

intend to resolve them. Partnerships Feedback was collected from the leads in the 

organisations. 

 

 “Difficult To find the venue” difficult to understand the English” Too many changes 

of people. 

                                                                              

 Did not receive any information” hard to find the place!    

                                                                           

 “A little sad that ileto were not experienced about Grundvig , so the subject remained   

untouched”  

 “Seeing that there is a counselling service for “blacks” at the centre. 

                          

 “We learnt about misfortunes of Jamaican and Black Women” 

              

 “The training could have been more relevant to main aim empowerment of women” 

 

 “Our needs were not satisfied lack of direction –too many challenges” No teacher for 

word press. 

 

 “Division of leaders and learners only 1 meeting with everyone lack of people from   

ileto!  

 I learnt “How difficult is to make agreements!  

 

 Did not find the briefing useful! Learnt to start word press 

 

 “Would have wanted to hear more from more from   Jamaican woman’s roots” 

 

 “Hope that further projects meeting in partnership will be better presented! 

 

 No base information! 
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Summary  

 

The UK visitation had its positive and negative points. 

 

The partnerships have been together since 2004 and have developed their relationship,  

The history of the results to date was important to Ileto CPN, to acquire an understanding of 

the group dynamics, and progress. The evaluation developed by Ileto C.P.N was used to 

measure, as agreed with our National Agency the results of this, mainly from Partnerships 

Leads. 

It’s worth mentioning that the majority of feedback forms given were not returned or left in 

completed. The Partnership results from the reception were very positive; the cultural 

exchange was enjoyed by all, where we provided everything which we were happy to do. 

Ileto member’s response was also evaluated and useful, we left parting gifts and were given 

lovely gifts by Neclar and Deren, which were very much appreciated. 

 

 

Complaints about the venue being difficult to locate, was not under the hosts control.  Ileto 

CPN researched various hotels locally supplying 5 options for hotels which were not used, 

the partnerships decided on a different venue of their choice in another borough.  

Ileto members are using journals to measure their progression on their learning journeys, 

we purchased journals on the partners behalf and requested a contribution, but they were 

not taken by the partnerships. Ileto CPN shared evaluation tools and an outline for 

workshop facilitation, this was not reciprocated.   

The partnerships reports were not accepted by their National Agency, this caused contention 

what items we were going to cover during the mobility, and the Partnerships expectations, 

which we were unaware of at the time.  
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The learning from this experience was that we identified the need for Equalities (Race & 

Disabilities inclusion) Awareness training as it was apparent that assumptions were made 

about what responsibilities we should have regarding engagement of different needs.  

 

Ileto CPN could have anticipated that preparation and techniques (equality awareness) 

tools should have been part of the programme, we can implement them for future projects. 

Equality awareness in particular, as we have been identified as “blacks” in one evaluation 

which is totally unacceptable, we will be hopefully working to raise awareness, mutual 

understanding and inclusion therefore monitoring activities is essential.  

To ensure that Equal Opportunities Policies are in place and is achieving its aims, it must be 

monitored, for this to be effective it is good practise to classify all applicants according to their 

ethnic origin, sex and disability. The records can then be used to establish whether any group 

is under or over represented in certain areas. These areas can then be examined more closely 

in order to assess whether equal opportunities are being achieved or whether discrimination 

may be occurring. 

That  partnership are able to identify the needs of diverse communities and as we gain more 

access and mobility through Europe connecting with the many communities there, the 

processes and focus will be about learning and building healthy sustainable relationships for 

the future.   

There are 4 ileto members scheduled to attend the Turkey mobility April 2012, this will be a 

new experience for us and we are looking forward to the experience.  

 

  

 

 

 

Kenyasue Smart   Chairperson & Administrator Ileto CPN: 5th November 2011   


